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Abbreviations and meaning of some words

AAG……………………Action Aid Ghana
COP…………………….Church of Pentecost
CIKOD------------------Centre for Indigenous Knowledge and organisational Development
CHRAJ…………………Commission of Human rights and administrative Justice
DOVVSU...............Domestic Violence and Victims Support Unit
MOFA………………..Ministry of Food and Agriculture
SDF……………………..Skill development Fund
WOM…………………..Widows and Orphans Movement
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1.

Introduction

In 2015, WOM was able to carry out 98% of all her activities for the year. The women rights to
sustainable livelihoods project popularly known as FLOW also came to an end within the year and in
2016, a second phase will be continued for a 5 year period. Again, SWISSHAND approved a proposal
for WOM to start a new micro-credit programme in the Bongo District in 2016. The year saw a lot of
construction work being carried out. Two Staff of WOM had the privilege of travelling to Ethiopia
and Canada for trainings which has built their capacities to work better and effectively.
WOM is ever grateful to her wonderful partners, donors, collaborators such as Action Aid, St. Paul e.
V, Mr Joachim and his team, Christine Taylor among others, the wonderful staff of WOM, and every
individual who made it possible for us to carry out all these interventions. You are encouraged not to
be tired of doing good but to continue for the good book says God is going to reward every work we
do.

Background
The widows and Orphans Movement (WOM) is a Nongovernmental organization which was formed
in 1993 in the Upper East Region of Ghana. Its mission is to initiate and facilitate processes and
programmes to empower widows and Orphans economically, socially and spiritually.

2.1 Current Programs







Human’s Rights
-Advocacy against negative widowhood rights
-Unpaid care work and sustainable agriculture
HIV/AIDs
Orphans Education and skill acquisition
Economic empowerment
-Shea butter processing; pomade making; craft; etc
Income Generating Activities ( pomade, Craft, Farming, oil extraction)
Micro Credit

2.2 Permanent Staff of WOM
No
Name of Staff
1
Fati Abigail Abdulai
2
Betty Ayagiba
3
Esther Ayoogo
4
Gifty Abalansah
5
Felicia Anambire
6
Jonathan Alaataba
7
Hegelar Badumah
1
2

Matha Adongo
Lovea Naya Moor

SEX
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
Support Staff
F
F

Office
National Director
Founder
Sponsorship officer
Micro Credit officer
Project Officer
Accountant
Project Officer
Attachee to Accounts
Marketing Officer
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Hanah Nyaaba
Isaac Ate-eri Anafo
Kweku Dolba
Afuuk Ayeebo
James Ondanini
Mambangya Kolbil
Kurugu Maliliya
Soloman Ditamina

F
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

Micro Credit officer
Oil Machine Operator
Oil Machine Operator
Farm Labourer
Tractor Operator
Tractor Operator
Shepherd (Shelter)
Driver

2. Formation of New Groups
Two new groups were formed in Bolga municipality whiles, two inactive groups in the same
municipality were also re-activated.

3. Collaborators
WOM still holds collaboration in high esteem in all work she does. She therefore continues to work
with other NGO’s, CBO’s, State agencies/departments, enterprises as well as individuals to facilitate
learning and sharing. Review meetings with other partners and community members are held
regularly to ensure that, the interventions carried out are tailored made for the constituents we
work with. WOM was able to present her quarterly reports to 3 districts within the upper east
region. WOM does well to attend workshops where new networks are established. WOM has good
working and social relationships with her internal and external collaborators. At grass roots level,
WOM has a very good and strong relationship with the Chiefs, Tindanas (land owners), women
leaders and the youth.

4.1 Partners, Donors and collaborators and their areas of intervention
No Name
1
Action Aid Ghana

Location
Zebilla

Relationship
Partners

2
3
4

SWISSHAND
EDAIF
Amnesty International

Donor
Donor
Partner

5
6

St Paul e V
BUERGER KOMITTEE
STEINHAGEN
ADDRA
NETRIGHT
Global Shea Alliance
Shea Network Ghana
Coady Institute
University of
Development Studies
CIKOD

Switzerland
Accra
Tamale
Office
Germany
Germany

Purpose
Women’s Rights (Advocacy and
economic empowerment)
Micro credit (Economic Empowerment)
Mango Plantation
Domestic Violence

Donor
Donor

General Activities
Administration

Bolgatanga
Accra
Accra
Tamale
Canada
Wa

collaborator
collaborator
collaborator
collaborators
collaborators
Collaborator

Technical Advice on Mango project
Net working
Shea (economic empowerment)
Shea (economic empowerment)
Staff development
Technical advise

Wa

Partners

Staff development

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
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14
15
16

Stitching Zaare
Christian Taylor
The Church of Pentecost

Canada
Accra

Donor
Fund raiser
collaborators

Homes for homeless widows
Education project
Education and skill training

4. PROJECTS IMPLEMENTED
5.1 WOM-Action Aid Activities
Action Aid Ghana (AAG) and WOM’ partnership works to ensure that together we ‘’Advance
political influence of women and girls; reduce women’s unpaid care work and violence
against women and girls’’. As part of this broader objective, several interventions were
employed to attain success. These include:
 The women’s rights to sustainable livelihood project, which aims at recognizing,
redistribute and reduce unpaid care work which is mostly carried out by women to
ensure they have time for leisure, engage in paid work as well as reduce drudgery
associated with the work they do. The activities included:
- Supported REFLECT circles quarterly to enable them meet twice a month by providing
logistics and technical support.
- Motivated REFLECT facilitators by providing one half piece of GTP cloth and a half piece of
local Bolga cloth for 30 people.
- Four women small holder farmers were supported with eight pigs to start rearing whilst
five hundred fowls were given to hundred women as expansion of lives stock project.
Beneficiaries of the pigs were Gorogo, Pwalugu, Zanlerigu and Nangodi whilst the
Beneficiaries of the fowls were Pwalugu, Shia,Gbeogo, Pusu-Namongo, Kongo, Nangodi,
Wakii, Zanlerigu and Pelungu.
-Provided start-up capital to Pwalugu rice processes group
-Supported two groups’ advocacy activities by partner organisations in collaboration with
women smallholder farmers groups calling for improved market access for rice.

Group reflects on training at Wakii (right) and Pwalugu (Left)


The supper Donor Project, which focuses on economic empowerment of widows. The
activities under this project included:

-Trained 35 young women from 4 communities in pastries making.
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Young women undergoing training in chips making
-Organized entrepreneurial and business management training for 35 young women.
-Provided start-up capital for 35 young women.

Madam Christy Baseba of AAG handing over start-up capital to 35 young women (left)

-Training of 7 young women in cloth weaving from 3 communities which is still
ongoing.
-Provided playing materials for Gbee child care centre.
-Provided school feeding for Gbee child care centre for 127 children from September
to December, 2015.
-Monitored the interventions stated above.


Advocacy on dehumanizing widowhood rites

-Organized and Trained four new COMBAT (Community Based Anti-Violence teams)
These are seven member teams of three (3) men four (4) women selected by the
communities themselves based on a given criteria to sensitize communities on issues
of violence, mediate on some cases but report all criminal cases. These teams are
trained by DOVVSU and CHRAJ and continue to have a relationship with them after
the training. The concept of COMBAT in communities has proven to be a success
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because the structure is within the community and hence widows do not have to
bear the cost of transport and other cost. Again the structure is a friendlier avenue
to get issues solved within communities. Hence the training of 4 new teams’ in 4
communities, making a total of 13 COMBATs in 13 communities in the Talensi and
Nab dam districts as of 2015.

28 COMBAT members after a four ( 4) day training

-Organized a platform for nine old COMBAT members to learn and share
At this platform, teams that were having challenges on certain issues discussed it
with other teams for suggestions on way forward. Also, teams who had greater
achievements shared their strategy with the rest of the teams to promote learning.

Nine COMBAT from nine communities in Talensi and Nab dam Share and learn

-Celebration of the International Widows Day
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A cross section of Widows from the Upper East Region during the international Widows Day in
Bolgatanga

In 2015, the UN did not release a theme for the day. However, the theme from our outfit
was ‘Widows rights our collective responsibility’. This year, we concentrated on the three
regions of the north due to limited funds. Naba Sigri, President of the upper east Regional
house of Chief’s and Chairman of the Regional Peace Counsel was awarded for his enormous
contribution towards the welfare of widows. The Tongo-beo COMBAT was also awarded on
the said day whiles Ministry of Health (MOH) also came out in full swing to de-worm every
widow, give treatment, examine their eyes and do voluntary testing of HIV/ AIDS. As usual,
groups exceeded the numbers we invited because they consider June 23rd ‘OUR DAY’. All
were also fed. The National Director, read the communiqué, however the regional minister
was unable to attend to receive the document.
 Sponsorship
This is how AAG, BONATADO and WOM raise funds in 25 communities of Talensi and Nab
dam districts to carry our planned activities for any given year. Activities carried out for the
year were:
-Organized and trained 75 committee members on child sponsorship policy.
-Followed up on absentee children’s messages /photos. 450 new children were replaced.
Male 290 and female were 160.
-Strictly cross checked letters from sponsors before distributing to children. 75 letters were
cross check and distribution

5.2 WOM-Christine Taylor- Education Project
Christine Taylor is a former volunteer of the Widows and Orphans Movement and raises
funds yearly to support needy orphans stay and start school. This year 30 orphans were
supported with the funds raised
Categories of students supported
MALE
FEMALE
TOTAL

VOCATIONAL BASIC

J.H.S.

S.H.S

TERTIARY

TOTAL

1
5
6

10
2
12

3
2
4

2
1
6

19
11
30

3
1
4

Tamimu is one of our beneficiaries. WOM started caring for Tamimu when he was in
primary school. Today he is in the Nursing school (tertiary institution).
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Tamimu in his nursing uniform

5.3 WOM-The Church of Pentecost (COP)
Eight widows from the Bolga municipality are being trained in cloth weaving at the Pusunamongo training centre of the organisation. The training is a one year programme and AAG
funded 7 young women to be trained while COP funded 8 widows, making a total of 15
women being trained in cloth weaving for a year. These women will be graduating in March,
2016.
PENTSOS have been taking care of a physically challenged girl for the past seven years. This
year when we visited this girl to support her there was tremendous change in her disability.
A widow with stroke was also supported. On the day of the visit to this widow with the
GH₵150.00, she had not eaten for the past two days. Five Ghana cedi was taken from the
money I sent to buy cooked food for her before the daughter could cook. Unfortunately the
woman died five months after the visit.

Sample cloth patterns woven by trainees

5.4 WOM-St Paul e V
St Paul e V had been very loyal to WOM. They never dictate to us what to use the money
for. If not for their support we would not have been able to do the following: Buy 200
mango seedlings for our farm: Build the very big room for the Farm labourer. Buy tires for
the new pick, pay some of our staff salaries and even paid part of the auditing of the
organisation’ finances this year. We are able to visit our groups outside Talensi and NabVision: Widows and Orphans without tears and intimidation
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dam districts and carry Monitoring to these groups. We are very grateful to them and thank
them for the trust they have in us. We were also happy we were visited this year by a team
member of St Paul e V and he was very happy with the projects.

Farm house constructed for farm labourer taking care of the Mango plantation

5.5 WOM-BUERGER KOMITTEE STEINHAGEN
We are very grateful to BUERGER KOMITTEE STEINHAGEN who have a listening ear to our cry. We
were compelled to ask hem for help when the going was getting tough for us this year. With their
help we are able to buy a new pumping machine when our pump was stolen. The old pick up was six
years old before it was given to us and we have used it for barely eight years now. The old pick have
spent more than Eight thousand cedis (GH ₵8,000.00) in repairs this year. We at times buy the part
on credit and pay by instalment and we have never finished paying. With their support, we were
able to buy five tires for the old pick up and pay some of the depth of the repairs. Our prayer is that
we get a strong car for the farm. This is why we are entering into another Income generating activity
to address some of these issues.

5.6 WOM - Mirijke van den Bos/stitching Zaare
Providing structures for homeless widows is a project WOM is passionate about and has
struggled to get funding for this. WOM is therefore happy that Jos and Mirijke have a
passion to support this project. In 2015, the time the funds was received was a rainy period
and not suitable for putting up mud houses. However 5 women have been identified from 3
communities to benefit from this project in early 2016 when the weather is suitable for
constructing houses.

5.7 Regional Peace Council
Betty Ayagiba, who was nominated by the Pentecostal churches of the Upper East Region to
represent them at the peace counsel, was privileged to attend a round table discussion and
special election training in conjunction with the celebration of the 15 years of UNSCR 1325
on the 5th to 8th October 2015 at the Kofi Annan International Peacekeeping training centre.
After the training a communiqué was written and presented to African Union council.
Participants were made up of thirty women from Ghana, Burundi, Kenya, Mauritania,
Nigeria, Senegal, Somalia, South Africa and south Sudan. In the resolution it was spelled out
clearly what women are going through: the growing threat of religious radicalism, etc. and
appealed for funds to address issues of women: e.g. identify and mobilize women to
contribute in election observations in 2016 in Ghana.
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5.8 WOM –ACCRA CHAPEL
Accra community chapel blessed WOM with five hundred Ghana cedi. This was immediately
used to pay the school fee of an orphan who was to go to Bawku Technical School. We were
to pay almost one thousand one hundred Ghana cedi and were thinking of how to get funds
for her. The money enabled her start school during the second term after she was unable to
go to school in the first term due to inadequate funds. God richly Bless you all.
Individual donors like Marie Duordoe and Mrs. Limann have helped greatly to solve some
situation in time of need. Their supports usually come at a time there is great need May God
Bless you all.

5.9 WOM-Skill Development Fund (SDF)
WOM was one of the beneficiaries of SDF in 2012. The project was supposed to be a year’s project
but it finally ended in 2015 due to the delay in release of funds. This year 110 widows were trained
to process and package quality shea butter. Another 110 widows were also trained on how to
manage their businesses and 110 widows were trained by WOM to make quality pomade. The sheabutter training was done by Africa 2000 whilst the entrepreneurship was done by NBSSI.

5.10 WOM-Swiss hand
Swiss Hand is a donor organization in Switzerland that focuses on Micro credit. WOM has been
collaborating with Swiss-hand for more than eleven years. This year we were privileged to be visited
by two members of the project. They were taken round to see and interact with some of the
beneficiaries.
They were very happy with the work we were doing which led to the discussion of adding on a new
project worth $22,000.00. The project proposal has since been approved and the implementation
will be starting in 2016 at the Bongo District.

5.11 WOM-CONTRAPAC
Through our sales of shea butter we got to know Yaw Opuku who buys our shea butter for
his cosmetic products about 5 years ago. He came down and trained five groups in soap
making as part of a proposal he had submitted to EDAIF. A bore-hole was also dug at the
training centre for us. WOM have since supported the groups to write to their District
Assemblies for funds to start this business.

5.12 WOM-EDAIF-ADRA
There is a minimum of one thousand mango seedlings on the farm. The farm is almost
25miles from Bolga and visiting this farm twice a week and baring the cost of fuel and
maintenace of the car has not been easy for WOM because EDAIF does not support in this
regard. EDAIF supported us with 350 seedlings but we bought an additional 310 seedling to
fill in the gaps. The Bore hole is one and is far from the mangoes. Fecthing water from it to
water these mangoes weekly has been so tedious. WOM was able to buy a generator on her
own to support in pumping the water. ADRA which is contracted by EDAIF to provide
technical support has really been supportive and never fail to visit the farm. Funding from
EDAIF alone has not and will not be able to sustain this project. WOM will be grateful to
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have more support in this regard to enable the organisations sustainability goal to be
achieves.

State of Mango farm as of 2015

5.13 WOM-EMPOWER PROJECT
This is a five year project where the capacities of the staff of WOM are built by sending them to the
Coady institute of Canada and Ethiopia. As part of this project the Accountant of the organisation,
Alaataba Jonathan and Badumaah Hegelar a project officer went to Ethiopia and Canada
respectively.
25 women from Dorungu, Sorkabisi and Atampuure were trained in dyeing, quality weaving and new
designs in basket weaving to ensure that they used less straw to weave attractive baskets for the
market.

The project is also supporting WOM under take a research on the Baobab value chain and possible
areas of intervention.

5.14 WOM-Amnesty International
A sensitisation on the intestate succession law (PNDCL 111) was held in Kpatia with support
from Amnesty international. CHRAJ was there to answer some of the questions but also
share information on the law.

5.15 WOM
Constructions:
The two verandas and the floor of the two class room block where the weavers are now were
worked on by applying concrete. The looms had destroyed the floor and so WOM worked on it to
make the facility usable.
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The six rooms of the shelter that were not completed were plastered, floored, windows and doors
were fixed as well as furnished with beds, mattresses, bed sheets, pillows to provide
accommodation for the women undergoing cloth weaving who stay very far from the center. Though
there is still more to be done such as working on the ceiling, tiling the floor and painting the building,
the place is being used now.
Two toilet rooms and two bath rooms were also constructed to roofing level. However, due to
inadequate funds we could not complete them.
Feeding of cloth weavers:
During the budgeting for the cloth weaving training, the funds were not sufficient to provide food for
them while they underwent training. So WOM has been feeding all 15 trainees for the past 7
months.
Training of Staff: The staff of WOM was trained on the Intestate succession law (PNDCL 111) as well
as the financial manual of the organization to enable us serve or populace better and efficiently.
MICRO-CREDIT: WOM started this scheme to support widows who were no longer qualified to
benefit from the SWISS-HAND micro credit scheme but did not want to do business with the banks.
In 2015, 60 women benefitted and a total amount of GH₵73,200.00 was disbursed. The repayment
percentage is 85% for the year.
The Spiritual Needs of Widows:
WOM does not only give physical support but has the concern of the spiritual needs of the widows
because we know that the spiritual kingdom controls the physical kingdom. Every Saturday
afternoon we meet in the office to pray for two hours and every second Friday of every month we
have an all-night service. A lot of widows recover quickly from their challenges when they join the
prayer team.

Domestic Violence
At least two to three widows report to the office monthly of cases of abuse. There were 25 cases in
2015. Seven were referred to DOVVSU, three were referred to the community chiefs to settle, one
was referred to Rent control and one is in court. The rest were settled by WOM. The corruption level
is so high that the plight of the widow is not considered.
Ayamporka Akolgo from Bugri was beaten ruthlessly by her rivals sons and her brother in-law for
choosing to re-marry somebody they did not like. The pen to her seven pigs was opened and all run
to the bush where she could not trace them again. They also took her Gh₵2,500.00 cash which she
had gather from the pito brewing business to pay the school fees of her children. In court, one
culprit was prosecuted and fined GH₵50.00. Though the case is being appealed, the court claims she
is not poor and so legal aid should not be pursuing the case. What is poor by the definition of the
court, we are yet to find out. The case has since been reported in writing to the Ministry of Gender
children and social protection and we are awaiting feedback.
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Ayamporka Akolgo with a swollen Jaw one week after the abuse

5.

Challenges
 WOM still needs three (3) motor bikes to enable her carry out her work, effectively
and efficiently at the communities.
 WOM continually needs more hands to support the work but her current income is
still less than the workers’ salaries.
 WOM is spending more on the farm than what is given by donors.
 WOM still needs a new borehole pump and a poly-tank to ensure that there is a
constant supply of water to the mango seedlings.
 Most of WOM's computers are spoilt and cannot be repaired. The absence of new
computers to facilitate the work greatly affects work.
 WOM still need’ two staff with backgrounds in marketing and agriculture to handle
her business and Agric sector. However, the organization is currently unable to pay
for the services of these people.
 Though WOM spent GH₵2,500.00 before the first tractor could work, it still needs
tyres while the second tractor equally needs about GH₵2,500.00 to get it to work.
 WOM need a strong brand new pick up to carry out its work. Even though we have
spent more than Gh₵8,000 on the old pick-up, more is yet to be done. The cost of
maintenance is too high because the pick-up is old
 Because the training centre is not fenced, a lot of things are stolen and destroyed by
human and animals as well as pythons.
 We pray to get a donor who can support us get a lawyer to handle the cases of
widows inside and outside court.
 Most of the grinding mills of the widows need maintenance.

6.

Achievements






WOM was able to pay all her support workers with her own generated funds.
WOM was able to settle 13 cases of violence against widows.
Six rooms of shelter plastered, and furnished with beds and mattresses.
1,200kg of baobab oil was sold and re-invested.
100 women received 5 fowls each and 4 women received 2 pigs each
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8. PLANS FOR 2016 (Way Forward)
WOM intends to expand her work around baobab, and Shea. To enable the organisation get
certification for all her products, the organisation plans on refurbishing this building it has to serve as
a
factory
that
meets
the
specified
standards
for
production.

Building to be refurbished to serve as a factory

-WOM intends to put up a big edifies to serve as the meeting place of all widows especially during
conferences as well as generate income for the organisation.
-obtain a stronger vehicle for the organisation
-Start the implementation of the Bongo Micro- credit project
-Employ two experts to handle the mango plantation and income generating activities
WOM will continue to build the capacity of her staff to make them more effective, build more
networks with individuals and organisations, as well as raise more funds to address most of her
challenges.

9. Conclusion
WOM has come too far to be discouraged. She will continue to work hard and trusting God
for a break through to be more sustainable. We say thanks again to all our cherished
individual and collective donors. May the good Lord Bless you all and ‘Happy New year’.
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10. Financial report 2014
Source of funds

Name of Donor
Action Aid Ghana
Swisshand Microcredit
SDF FUNDS
Action Aid
Ghana/ FLOW
christiana Taylor
-Canada
Church of
pentecost
Amnesty
Internatonal
WOM/SSB
Microcredit
BUERGER
KOMITTEE
STEINHAGEN
St. Paul e V
Program
EDIAF
EMPOWER
Project
stiching zaare/Jos
& Mirijke
Marie
Mrs limann
Accra chapel
WOM's internally
generated funds
In-Hee Jee (full
gospel church)
Bolga Municipal
Assembly
C.K
TOTALS

JANUARY TO

December, 2015

Actual Amount
contributed

Broad Project area
GHC147,760.23 Advocacy on Women's rights
GHC 69,192.32 women economic empowerment
GHC 12,518.55 women economic empowerment

Specific area

microcredit

perce
ntage
of
total
incom
e
31%
15%
3%

43,703.00 Advocacy on Women's rights

9%

GHC 2,584.83 Education/vocational skills
GHC 40,000.00 women economic empowerment

1%
cloth
weaving

8%

GHC 3,000.00 women economic empowerment
GHC 53,200.00 women economic empowerment

1%
microcredit

11%

GHC 11,200.00 Income generating activities

2%

GHC 24,000.00 women economic empowerment
GHC 2,070.43 Income generating activities

5%
0%

GHC 2,000.00 women economic empowerment
GHC 6,600.00
GHC 700.00
GHC 500.00
GHC 500.00

none
Education/vocational skills
Education/vocational skills
Education/vocational skills

value chain
dev
construction
of homes
school fees
school fees
school fees

GHC 51,500.00 none
GHC 1,000.00 Education/vocational skills
GHC 500.00 women economic empowerment
GHC 200.00 Education/vocational skills
GHC 472,729.36

0%
1%
0%
0%
0%
11%

school fees

0%

school fees

0%
0%
0%
100%
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